work on behalf of disturbed families. That alone is worth the book.
Clearly Dr. Minuchin' s book cannot be a 'how to' guide to family therapy but it certainly crystallizes and focuses one's own gradual development as a therapist. It gives trainees and more experienced practitioners in family therapy a framework for departure or one to which to aspire. Either way this book is a useful, constructive contribution and deserves priority reading for any student and/or educator concerned with the family and its treatment.
Robert Krell, M.D. Vancouver, B.C.
Hominology: Psychiatry's Newest Frontier C. David Jones, M.D., Springfield, IlL, Charles C. Thomas, pp. 213, $12.50, 1975. It is refreshing to consider a new frontier in psychiatry after finding some of our leaders at the recent A.P.A. Meeting (May 1975) apparently on the defensive. However, 'hominology' is a way of looking at what is considered to be universal in human behaviour, and is not confined to mental aberrations. Past efforts to redefine the role of psychiatry to include all behaviour have been justly criticized. Nevertheless, in fairness to the late Dr. Jones, hominology is depicted as an approach for psychiatrists, and also for teachers, salesmen, politicians, and so on. In other words the author is not asking the psychiatrist to leave his hospital and clinic, but to make use of a new tool which is applicable to other life areas. Hominology was first formulated in 1965 by a German-American, Dr. Theodore C. Kahn, who wrote the text entitled, "An Introduction to Hominology". This concept is really an action philosophy aiming not only at understanding life but at living it with understanding. The emphasis is on the 'why' of life, in a new way of looking at human development, human moral values, and the meaning and purpose of life and death. The author describes the approach as non-disciplinary rather than interdisiplinary, and attempts to convey a 'sense of integration and synthesis. The hominological concept seeks to give the patient the opportunity to see where he is now and what alternatives he has by the personal production of percentage diagrams called Hominolograms (these forms can be obtained for completion from Midwest Educational Press, 131 South Union Street, Pueblo, Colorado, #81003).
The author believes that hominology may be used to treat most psychiatric entities. He says:
A of that is important. " Thus, the author admits it is the experience that is all important rather than any 'true picture' of the patient's state. On occasion he quotes from the Sciptures, and appears to encourage us to emulate and strive to be l~ke the Lord Jesus Christ, Whom he feels died the life of a martyr rather than in our Lord's words " ... to give His life a ransom for many". (Matt. 20:28). We have horseless carriages and iceless refrigerators, but in truth it is not possible to have Christless Christians! Perhaps it should be pointed out that there is a world of difference between:
• Trying to copy Christ by following His example, and • Having the risen Christ living His life in the yielded believer to produce spontaneous and increasing evidence . . . of "love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance". (Gal. 5:22-23) This simple and profound fact is that "As many as received Him, to them gave He power to become the sons of God,. even to them that believe on His name: which were born not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh', nor of the will of man, but of God." (John 1:12-13).
The book is well written and interesting. The author (who held a position of Clinical Instructor of Psychiatry and Behavioural Science at the University of Chicago Medical School) might be faulted for his delay in defining hominology. In one place he appears to equate an halluncination with an illusion. Perhaps generally he has been a little too defensive, but no doubt this was in response to criticism already offered. T.he text is well printed and diagrammed, with only minor typographical errors, and the cost is in keeping with similar books offered at today's prices. The book is recommended to the psychiatrist who lacks a personal meaningful answer to life, and who wishes a next 'best' for himself or his patients.
C. F. Story, M.D.
Guelph, Ontario
Social Psychiatry, Vol. 1, Eds. Jules H. Masserman, M.D. and John J. Schwab, M.D., Don Mills, Ontario, Longmans Canada Limited, pp. 200, $15.50,1974. This is the first volume in an annual series of yearbooks published by the American Association for Social Psychiatry. Its contents do not indicate a promising future for this series. First of all, one would expect a yearbook to report on the major~evelop ments in its field, specifically, that It would include assessments of current therapeutic work, reports on the best work. in s~cial psychiatric epidemiology~a~d ?ISCUSSlOns of new trends in psychiatric Illness and treatment settings resulting from large and small scale social change. The volume touches on some of these issues, ignores others, and on the whole provides a superficial coverage of the topics presented. Despite this, there are a few excellent articles .
The volume consists of twenty-one articles and is divided into four sections. The first is composed of papers from an interdisciplinary colloquium on "Concordance versus Discord in Human Behaviour". The only paper in this section which clearly defines an issue and contributes significantly to its resolution is Montagu's "Is Man Innately Aggressive?" He provides an elegant and convincing argument against the thesis that n;tan's aggressiveness is biologically determined. Bryant Wedge presents an interesting but undeveloped proposal for utilizing citizen groups to resolve intergroup conflict. Other papers are general overviews o~the prob~em of conflict which contribute little elucidation.
The second section deals with the characteristics and treatment of the American psychiatric casualties of the Vietnam war. Two papers deal with phenomenology~f the American soldier's or marine's expenence in Vietnam. The best of these is Levy's interpretation of the case history of a veteran who experienced a "loss of conceptual boundaries", eventuating in his murder of a citizen on his return to the United States. The rest of the papers deal with
